Debates have ensued over whether fear conditioning is mainly a function of the strength of the aversive unconditioned stimulus (UCS) or the severity and intensity of the unconditioned response (UCR). The present study introduces a novel and clinically relevant preparation to test these competing hypotheses. Sex-balanced groups of undergraduate participants (N = 96) were assigned to one of three conditioned stimuli (CS) differing in fear relevance (snake, heart, and flowers) and within each CS, to either 20% or 13% CO 2 -enriched air as UCSs. Autonomic (electrodermal, heart rate) and self-report (SUDS) conditioned responses (CRs) at acquisition and extinction were predicted from (a) UCS intensity (20% vs. 13% CO 2 -enriched air), and (b) UCR intenSity. UCS intensity predicted autonomic CRs during acquisition and extinction, but not SUDS CRs during extinction. However, these UCS-CR relations were almost completely mediated by UCR intensity. Findings suggest that UCS intensity is limited as a predictor of conditioning, and that UCR intensity is a more robust predictor of fear conditioning. We discuss the conditions that may account for the differential predictive value of the UCS and UCR in explaining fear onset.
Over the last half century, accounting for the development of phobic fear in the absence of real threat or danger has occupied the attention of learning theorists, and numerous Pavlovian conditioning preparations have been devised to study the parameters involved (Mackintosh, 1983;  see also McNally, 1987 , for a review). In their most rudimentary form, Pavlovian conditioning accounts maintain that fear is a conditioned emotional response (CER) to a stimulus or event that is acquired via correlated pairings with an aversive or traumatic unconditioned stimulus (UCS) (Rescorla, 1988; Wolpe & Rachman, 1960) . Through such paired associations, a nonthreatening stimulus (NS) acquires response eliciting functions, and it becomes capable of evoking a phobic response.
Theoretical models and experimental conditioning preparations have developed with increasing sophistication to elucidate the complex processes involved in the etiology of phobias (see Mineka & Zinbarg, 1996 , for a review). Such developments have addressed the role of language-symbolic learning (Forsyth & Eifert, 1996a) , evaluative conditioning (Martin & Levey, 1987) , observational learning (Cook & Mineka, 1990) , contextual constraints on learning (Mineka & Zinbarg, 1996) , phylogenic constraints on learning (Ohman, 1979; Seligman, 1971 ), learning without awareness (Ohman & Soares, 1993 , 1994 , the role of predictability and control (Chorpita & Barlow, 1998; Mineka, Gunnar, & Champoux, 1986) , UCS expectancy and reevaluation (Davey, 1995; Reiss, 1980; White & Davey, 1989) , and the place of panic attacks and the fear response itself in phobic fear onset (Barlow, 1988; Eysenck, 1979 Eysenck, , 1987 Forsyth & Eifert, 1996b; Forsyth, Eifert, & Thompson, 1996; Wolpe & Rowan, 1988) . Among these various developments, a notion has emerged that unconditioned responding rather than the unconditioned stimulus may be a more critical variable in the fear conditioning process. 1 In other words, maladaptive fear responses are learned via an association between otherwise nonthreatening objects or events and an aversive, abrupt neurobiological response (UCR); a response that is often viewed as synonymous with a panic attack (Barlow, Chorpita, & Turovsky, 1996; Forsyth & Eifert, 1996a Mineka & Zinbarg, 1996) .
We have been exploring a new experimental conditioning preparation to test the parameters of this response primacy notion. This preparation involves pairing 20-s inhalations of 20% CO 2 -enriched air (UCS) with 1Laboratory preparations involving environmental CSs and UCSs have been taken as the working model to explain associative processes involved in the etiology of phobias and other fear-related clinical phenomena. Hence, if a sequence of events leading to clinical fear onset cannot be construed in terms of pairings between some traumatic or painful UCS in relation to some object or event in the environment, the phobia cannot be the result of classical conditioning (e.g., Menzies & Clarke, 1995; Rachman, 1977) . Here it is not disputed that phobias may be acquired by means other than direct traumatic conditioning, or more importantly exposure to an identifiable aversive pain producing event. Neither are we implying that UCS is not involved. What is disputed, however, are the contentions that (a) finding an identifiable UCS is the only evidence for direct conditioning, and (b) that laboratory conditioning preparations involving CSs and UCSs are the way to define phobic fear onset processes clinically. animated stimuli differing in fear relevance or preparedness (e.g., snake moving, human heart beating arhythmically, and flowers swaying in the wind). Razran (1961) described this type of NS-UCS arrangement, where the CS is exteroceptive and the UCS is directly interoceptive, as an exterointeroceptive conditioning paradigm. By contrast, most human fear conditioning preparations have been of the exteroexteroceptive type, that is, they involve pairings of a limited range of exteroceptive CSs (e.g. , still slides) and exteroceptive UCSs (e.g., shock or noise). Unique to our preparation is the modality and types of symptoms elicited by CO 2 . Unlike typical laboratory UCSs that elicit peripheral pain (e.g., shock), CO 2 produced rapid increases in ventilation, mild tachycardia, breathlessness, dizziness, and reports by healthy undergraduate participants that they were unable to control or reduce the CO 2 sensations. In many respects, the psychophysiological effects of breathing CO 2 mirrors the symptoms characteristic of patients with panic disorder and specific phobias.
In an initial test of this preparation using a differential conditioning paradigm, Forsyth and colleagues (1996) demonstrated superior CS+ relative to CS-(unpaired) conditioning for fear-relevant stimuli (Le., snake and human heart) compared with CS+ fear-irrelevant stimuli (Le., flowers swaying in the wind and sperm cells swimming) on electrodermal, cardiac, and SUDs response domains. Consistent with similar studies using shock as an UCS (see McNally, 1987 , for a review), Forsyth and colleagues (1996) found that autonomic and subjective responses to fearrelevant stimuli (Le. , snake and heart) were more readily acquired, of larger magnitude, and were more resistant to extinction under CS+ than CS-conditions. Thus, this study provided experimental support for the view that panicogenic responses can produce fear conditioning in the absence of an identifiable direct experience with environmental pain or trauma. In addition, Forsyth and colleagues (1996) noted individual differences in responding such that participants who showed little response to the UCS also showed little evidence of conditioning. This observation highlights that the presence of NS-UCS pairings is not sufficient to produce conditioning and that response (UCR) intensity may be an important variable to consider in accounting for individual differences in fear conditioning. Unfortunately, because we used only one level of UCS intensity (Le., 20% CO 2 ) in our previous study (Forsyth et aI. , 1996) , direct comparison of the roles of UCS and UCR intensity in fear onset was not possible.
The purpose of the present study was to expand this line of research by comparing the relative contributions of UCS and UCR intensity to the acquisition and extinction of fear responding across electrodermal (SCR), cardiac (HR), and subjective distress (SUDS) response systems using three of the four CSs used in the previous study. Sex-balanced groups of undergraduate participants (N = 96) were assigned to one of three visually depicted CSs differing in fear relevance (Le., snake, heart, or flowers) and within each CS to one of two UCS intensities (Le., 13% or 20% CO 2 -enriched air). Our decision to use 20% CO 2 was based on our past research showing that this particular concentration reliably elicits clinically meaningful responses and conditioning (cf. Forsyth et aI., 1996) and other studies showing that participants will actively seek to avoid it (e.g., Lejuez, O'Donnel, Wirth, Zvolensky, & Eifert, 1998) . Because of the absence of parametric studies clarifying dose response curves to different CO 2 concentrations in nonclinical populations, selection of a comparison level of CO 2 was somewhat arbitrary. The goal of selecting 13% CO 2 was to produce some psychophysiological effects during a relatively brief 20-s exposure window.
Of particular interest to the present study was the contribution of UCS intensity relative to UCR intensity in accounting for conditioned responding using an analytic strategy designed to test mediational effects.2 Generally, it was expected that UCS intensity would contribute, in part, to the acquisition and extinction of CRs, with the more intense UCS producing larger CRs. Yet, it was also expected that the relation between the UCS and UCR would not be one-to-one (Le., the UCS-UCR correlation would be less than 1.0). Consistent with a response primacy perspective (Forsyth & Eifert, 1996a , it was hypothesized that individual differences in response intensity would account for more of the variance in fear conditioning than UCS intensity. In other words, the UCR was expected to mediate the UCS -+ CR relation.
Method

Participants
Ninety-six undergraduate volunteers (48 males and 48 females; MAGE = 19.8 years, SO = 3.13) served as participants and received course credit. All participants were prescreened and were excluded if they reported past or present histories of any of the following: cardiac or respiratory disease, asthma, epilepsy, hypertension, psychiatric condition , specific phobias, or if they had witnessed someone have a panic attack or faint (including themselves). Participants meeting inclusion criteria completed a written consent form, and they were randomly assigned to one of six experimental conditions.
Materials and Apparatus
Conditioned (CSs) and unconditioned stimuli (UCSs). The CSs were three 25-s color video vignettes differing in fear relevance that were presented via a 0.66-m video monitor placed 1 m in front of the participant: (a) exteroceptive fear-relevant (an eye level view of a sidewinder snake seemingly moving toward the viewer); (b) an 2Unlike our prior differential conditioning study (Forsyth et aI., 1996) , the present arrangement involved participants viewing only one of three CS types paired with either 13% or 20% CO 2 -enriched air. Thus, the present design did not include a suitable control condition (e.g., CS-or uncorrelated CS-UCS pairings) for forcibly addressing differential conditioning and ruling out nonassociative factors. The present study focused on comparing differential relations of UCS and UCR intensity with CR magnitude, not differential CR magnitude across CS conditions. interoceptive fear-relevant (a visual close-up depiction of a human heart beating arrhythmically); and (c) neutral control (a field of daisies swaying in the wind). The UCSs were 20-s inhalations of premixed 20% (20% CO 2 , 21% °2, 59% N 2 ) and 13% CO 2 -enriched air (13% CO 2 , 21% 02' 66% N 2 ) administered through a continuous positive air pressure Downs C-Pap Mask with head strap (Vital Signs Inc., Model No. 9000). The compressed gas fed through Tygon tubing to a 30-liter meteorological balloon attached to a port of a manually operated 3-way Stop Cock Valve (see Forsyth et aI. , 1996; Lejuez, Forsyth, & Eifert, 1998 , for further details about devices and methods for the delivery of CO 2 ), The CO 2 apparatus was in a room adjacent to the participant chamber.
Physiological and Self-Report Dependent Measures
A Coulbourn Modular Polygraph was used for continuous digital monitoring of physiological responses. Skin conductance levels (SCLs) and responses (SCRs), recorded in microsiemens (uS), were sampled using 8mm AglAgCI disposable electrodes that were placed on the nondominant hand using a standard bipolar palmar configuration. Heart rate was recorded in beats/minute (bpm) and sampled using pregelled 8-mm AglAgCI disposable electrodes that were placed bilaterally to the right and left of the sternum just below the clavicle. During the procedure, participants completed the Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUDS); a visual analog scale whereby participants place a mark on a 100-mm line anchored from not at all distressed to very much distressed (Wolpe, 1958) .
Procedure
Participants were seated in a comfortable recliner in a dimly lit soundattenuated experimental chamber (3 m x 1.5 m) where they listened to a prerecorded description of the procedure, including several possible negative side effects of breathing CO 2 such as mild chest pain, heart racing, shortness of breath, faintness, dizziness, and sweaty palms. Thereafter, participants were fitted with the electrodes, the C-PAP mask with head strap, and a nose clip to reduce olfactory detection of the CO 2 , minimize predictability of UCS onset, and maximize ventilation (cf. Forsyth et aI., 1996) . Participants sat quietly for a 10-min adaptation period while physiological responses were monitored. The remainder of the experiment consisted of three consecutive phases: habituation (4 trials), acquisition (8 trials), and extinction (10 trials). Across trials and phases participants viewed one of the three CSs (Le., snake, heart, or flowers). During habituation, participants breathed normal room air while watching four CS only presentations. Acquisition consisted of 8 reinforced CS+ presentations paired with CO 2 inhalations. During acquisition, UCS onset began 5 s after CS+ onset and terminated at video offset. The UCS lasted for 20 s whereas all CSs were 25 s in length. The 5-s interstimulus interval (lSI) was not previously paired with the UCS and allowed for an assessment of conditioning across trials and phases. To permit the effects of the gas to diminish and to ensure that previously reinforced trials did not contaminate subsequent CS presentations, the intertrial interval (ITI) varied between 35 and 180 s with a mean of 120 s (Forsyth et aI., 1996) . Extinction involved 10 nonreinforced CS only presentations. SUDS ratings followed each CS presentation across all experimental phases.
Data Reduction
The three primary variables of interest in this study were the . unconditioned stimulus (UCS), the unconditioned response (UCR), and the conditioned response (CR). UCS intensity was operationalized as the experimentally controlled concentration of CO 2 and was a single dichotomous variable (Le., 13% or 20% CO 2 ), To provide a relatively robust and stable indicator of the UCR intensity construct, average response magnitude to the UCSs during the last four acquisition trials was used. 3 For heart rate, UCR intensity was operationalized as the average maximum HR during the final 10 s of the UCS. Electrodermal UCR intensity was operationalized as the average onset to peak change in SCL during the same period. For subjective distress, UCR intensity was operationalized as the mean SUDS rating across the last four acquisition trials.
Conditioned responding (CR) was the primary dependent variable of interest and represented response magnitude during the first 5-s interval following CS onset, but before UCS onset (Le., the lSI), so that no part of the CR interval overlapped with the presentation of the UCS. The CR variable was defined in two independent ways for the heart rate and skin conductance. First, as with the UCR indicators, conditioned responding at acquisition (CRa) was operationalized as an average response magnitude on the last four acquisition trials. For heart rate, the CRa variable was the average maximum HR, whereas for skin conductance the CRa variable represented the average onset to peak change in SCL. Second, conditioned responding at extinction (CRe) was operationalized as the average response magnitude during the initial two non reinforced trials of the extinction phase. For heart rate, the CRe variable was the average maximum HR, whereas for skin conductance, the average onset to peak change in SCL was used. For subjective distress, only the CRe variable (Le., mean SUDS rating across the first two extinction trials) was examined because SUDS ratings were not obtained independent of gas presentation during acquisition (Le., acquisition SUDS ratings were UCR indicators only).
Response intensity during the habituation phase was included to control for individual differences in baseline arousal/response to the CSs and to represent method covariance among the UCR and CR variables. Habituation response intensity represented the average response :>fo examine whether simultaneous presentation of the CS and UCS during the UCR measurement interval artificially inflated the observed relation between UCR and CR, the primary analyses were repeated using an alternative operationalization of the UCR construct. Specifically, the UCR variable was calculated solely from participants' response during their first exposure to the CO 2 -enriched air (Le., prior to, rather than during, acquisition of conditioned responding). This approach replicated the conclusions of the primary analyses. Therefore, the reported UCR index was selected to maintain consistency with prior studies and to maximize reliability by aggregating data across several conditioning trials. magnitude, occurring during the 5-s period following CS onset, for the last two CS only presentation trials prior to acquisition. Heart rate, skin conductance, and SUDS responses during habituation were operationalized as described previously for CRa and CRe. These habituation variables were used to compute residualized UCR and CR variables with the effects of baseline responding and shared measurement variance removed. These residualized UCR and CR variables were used in the subsequent multiple regression analyses.
Results
Because of the absence of a CS-condition, we first examined whether systematic biases (e.g., salience or stimulus prepotency) existed in how participants responded to the ess prior to conditioning. The first-interval anticipatory response (FAR), defined as the onset to peak difference for SeRs initiated 1 to 4 s after es onset, is generally considered to be a sensitive index of such differential bias (cf. McNally, 1987; Ohman, 1979 Ohman, , 1983 . As illustrated in Figure 1 , electrodermal FARs declined across habituation trials, F(1, 90) = 48.71, P < .001, but no differences were observed among es types. The same was true when habituation rates were evaluated for heart rate (see Figure 2 ) and SUDS (see Figure 3 ) responses during habituation, ns (p < .05). Thus, initial responding to the ess during habituation did not discriminate among ess. 
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Primary Analysis
Multiple regression analysis was used to test the hypothesis that the relation between UCS intensity and conditioned responding (CR) would be mediated by UCR intensity. Following the approach to test mediational variables described by Baron and Kenny (1986) , we first predicted UCR intensity from UCS intensity. Second, we predicted CRs from UCS intensity. Finally, CRs were predicted from both UCR and UCS intensity. Within this analytic approach, several conditions must be met to support the inference that UCR intensity mediates the UCS-CR relation: (a) UCS intensity should significantly predict UCR; (b) UCS intensity should significantly predict CR; and (c) the final step should result in a reduction of the magnitude of the UCS-CR relation and yield a significant UCR-CR relation. In other words, a significant relation between UCS intensity and CR should be replaced by a significant relation between UCR intensity and CR. An alpha level of .05 was used for all analyses.
Though not a specific focus of the present research question, we also present means and standard errors of the learning curves for electrodermal (see Figure 1 ), heart rate (see Figure 2 ), and SUDS (see Figure 3 ) responses as a function of CS type and UCS intensity across experimental trials and phases. Such data may provide a context for interpreting the results of our primary and secondary analyses and for those planning research using a similar conditioning preparation.
Condition A: VCS intensity should predict VCR intensity. UCS intensity significantly predicted UCR intensity within the same response system for both heart rate and skin conductance (see Table 1 ). However, SUDS magnitude was not significantly related to UCS intensity during CO 2 presentation (see also Figure 3 ). Condition B: VCS intensity should predict CR. Consistent with the previous step, UCS intensity significantly predicted conditioned responding (CR) within the same response system for heart rate and skin conductance but not for SUDS (see Table 1 ). Further, this pattern of results was similar for both acquisition (CR a ) and extinction (CR e ) phases. For the heart rate and skin conductance variables, higher concentrations of CO 2 predicted larger CRs (see also Figures 1 and 2) .
Condition C: UCS-CR reduces whereas UCR intensity predicts CR.
As Table 1 illustrates, UCS intensity no longer predicted conditioned heart rate or skin conductance responding when UCR intensity was entered into the analysis. Again the same pattern of results was apparent at both acquisition (CR a ) and extinction (CRe) . Contrary to prediction, UCS intensity significantly predicted SUDS. However, these variables were negatively related such that exposure to the stronger dose of CO 2 predicted lower SUDS ratings during extinction. Finally, consistent with predictions, UCR intensity significantly predicted CRs within all response systems (Le., HR, SCR, and SUDS) across acquisition and extinction phases. For all variables, higher UCR magnitudes during CO 2 presentation were related to larger CRs.
Follow-Up Analyses
A series of three additional follow-up analyses were conducted to evaluate the robustness of the hypothesized effect. For the additional analyses, data were collapsed by standardizing each of the following variables to place them on a common metric and then taking the mean of the standardized variables: (a) across the HR and SCR responses at extinction, (b) across the HR, SCR, and SUDS at extinction, and (c) across all responses at both acquisition and extinction. For this series of regressions, the scores from the primary analyses were used without further residualizing the mean scores. In other words, HR scores were residualized for baseline HR, but not for baseline SCR or SUDS. These analyses represented additional variance due to prediction across responses and study phases that were not represented in the primary analyses conducted within each response system (Le., HR, SCR, and SUDS) and study phase (Le., acquisition and extinction). This series of regressions yielded uniform results that were consistent with the primary study hypothesis (see Table 2 ). In each operationalization of the primary response constructs (Le., UCR and CR), it was found that significant UCS-CR relations became nonsignificant in favor of significant UCR-CR relations, with significant prediction of UCR from UCS (see Figure 4 for graphical representation of the total model). Finally, to examine whether or not the mediational hypothesis was consistent across CSs (snake, heart, and flowers), the analytic strategy was repeated using the final overall mean, collapsed across response systems and study phase, as the dependent variable (see Figures 1, 2 , and 3 for unstandardized means for each response domain as a function of CS type and UCS intensity). As depicted in Table 3 , a uniform pattern of results emerged that was consistent with the hypothesis that UCR intensity mediates the UCS-CR relation. For the heart stimulus, the UCS-UCR relation approached significance, p = .06, but the .UCS-CR relation Table 3 Beta-Weights from Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting Overall Mean Collapsed across Response Systems (Le. , HR, SCR, and SUDS) and Study Phases (Le., acquisition and extinction) for UCR and CR Variables was not significant. However, the magnitude of the UCS-CR relation dropped by f3 = .18 and UCR intensity significantly predicted conditioned responding (CR). Thus, despite the variability in the significance tests of the heart stimulus, the magnitudes of these effects were comparable to others in the primary analyses.
Discussion
The central aim of this study was to explore the relative contributions of UCS intensity and UCR intensity in accounting for the acquisition and extinction of autonomic and subjective fear responses. Consistent with expectation, UCS intensity predicted heart rate and electrodermal UCRs and CRs during acquisition and extinction; a finding consistent with the basic tenets of Pavlovian conditioning suggesting that more intense UCSs should produce greater conditioning. However, the present findings also suggested that the UCR is an important mediational variable in the acquisition and extinction of fear responding. Although UCS intensity is related to the strength and perSistence of conditioning, it adds little information once UCR intensity is considered. Indeed, the inclusion of UCR intensity in the regression model uniformly attenuated the predictive value of UCS intensity in accounting for acquisition and extinction of autonomic responding. In all analyses, greater UCR intensity predicted greater conditioned fear responding, and this UCR effect was quite robust across response domains and CSs. Although the reason for the anomalous SUDS findings remains ambiguous, the consistency of the UCR-CR relation across response systems highlights the centrality of UCR intensity in fear conditioning. It is particularly interesting that despite heightened autonomic responding with the more intense UCS, participants reported comparable levels of subjective distress across CO 2 concentrations. In other words, participants appear to show a similar pattern of autonomic and self-reported distress when predicted from the UCR, whereas the same was not true when considering the UCS alone. Further, these effects were apparently unrelated to preexisting differences in responsivity to the types of CSs (fear-relevant and fear-irrelevant), or phenomena such as salience or stimulus prepotency (see also Forsyth et aI., 1996) . Thus, theoretical accounts and empirical investigations that fail to consider variation in human unconditioned responding may overlook important information about the conditioning process.
These findings are consistent with arguments emphasizing that the fear response itself plays a critical role in the conditioning etiology of anxiety-related disorders (Barlow, 1988; Forsyth & Eifert, 1996a , 1996b Wolpe & Rowan, 1988) . Attention to unconditioned responding may be particularly useful in cases where UCSs are difficult to identify. For example, examination of response intensity upon exposure to a traumatic event may help account for why some persons develop posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and others do not when exposed to the same trauma. The present findings suggest that the strength of conditioned responding is likely to be more dependent on the intensity of a person's response during the conditioning event, than on the intensity or judged severity of the traumatic stimulus (UCS) . Such a view may help avert confusion over the conditioning etiology of fears and phobias that have largely relied on retrospective self-report and definitions of conditioning based on identifiable NS-UCS pairings (cf. Forsyth & Chorpita, 1997; Menzies & Clarke, 1995; Rachman, 1977 Rachman, , 1991 .
Several limitations of the present study are important to consider and suggest interesting directions for future research. First, this study did not include a suitable control condition upon which to compare the extent of associative vs. nonassociative conditioning to the CSs. Ideally, the inclusion of additional controls for non associative factors is warranted in future research using a similar preparation, and adding such controls represents logical extensions of the present methodology. However, our prior study that included such controls found reliable conditioning (Forsyth et aI. , 1996) , and the magnitude and rate of autonomic habituation at baseline in this study did not discriminate between the CSs. Second, UCS intensity was a dichotomous variable in the present study. Although manipulating the UCS intensity was effective at producing overlapping response ranges between both UCS conditions (evidenced by the moderate UCS-UCR correlations), a 7% change in CO 2 concentration may be too broad a metric to detect subtle relational variations in the roles of UCS and UCR intensity in predicting CRs. Third, although examination of multiple CSs provided evidence for consistency of this effect across stimuli differing in fear relevance, graded comparison of CRs as a function of the stimulus features of the CSs (e.g., brightness, salience, or vividness) was not possible. Parametric analysis involving variations in CS parameters (e.g., snake proximity, a focus on the snakes' fangs, brightness, color, etc.) and UCS intensities (Le. , CO 2 dose) represent logical extensions for future study. Although we examined responding from a continuous dimensional perspective, a nonlinear relation may exist such that at some threshold value, the organization of responding changes from one of degree of intensity to one of systemic alarm.
Several statistical issues also merit comment. First, some of the follow-up analyses should be interpreted with caution because the sample size for these analyses (n = 32) was one third that of the primary analyses, leading to a considerable reduction in power. Further, in mediational analysis, multicollinearity (which is expected among the independent variables) reduces statistical power in parameter testing. Therefore, Baron and Kenny (1986) recommend examination of both the significance and absolute size of the coefficients. Generally, results of the present analyses yielded similar conclusions whether statistical significance or absolute parameter size were examined, but some estimates of the UCS-CR relation remained small-to-moderate in size (Le., .14 to .24) indicating that the UCS-CR relation may be partly, but not completely, mediated by UCR intensity. Finally, error in measuring UCR intensity would tend to underestimate mediation and overestimate the role of UCS intensity, thus making the test of the UCR as a mediator somewhat more conservative.
Reconsideration of the role of unconditioned responding in the light of current psychological science highlights several issues. First, discussions of the etiology of anxiety-related disorders would likely benefit from reduced reliance on the identification of UCSs as "traumatic conditioning events" as the primary criterion for theory testing. Second, future research may benefit from expanded attention to the character of unconditioned responding (e.g., duration, magnitude, intensity) coupled with parameters that influence the transfer of those response functions to other stimuli or situations, including verbal events and processes, and the interaction of instrumental and Pavlovian learning parameters. Third, it would seem worthwhile to address individual difference factors (e.g., temperamental differences in responsivity, anxiety sensitivity, history of exposure to uncontrollable and unpredictable aversive events) that may predict differential UCRs in response to different aversive events. Finally, there is a great need to further develop experimental models of anxiety-related phenomena, and especially those that elucidate clinically relevant behavioral processes by using experimental preparations with a high degree of ecological validity. Though still preliminary, the use of carbon dioxide enriched air in aversive learning preparations may provide experimental psychopathologists and basic behavioral scientists a means to evoke topographies of psychological and physiological responses that mirror those seen in persons suffering from anxiety-related disorders.
